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Abstracts. In this paper, we present a MATLAB toolbox for comput-
ing the conformal mapping w = f(z) from polygonal domains G onto
circular domains D and its inverse z = f−1(w). The toolbox can be used
for simply connected domains and for multiply connected domains with
high connectivity.
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1 Motivation and significance
Numerous canonical domains have been considered in the literature for conformal
mapping of multiply connected domains in the extended complex plane C ∪ {∞}.
However, the most important canonical domain for simply and multiply connected
domains is the circular domain, i.e., a domain all of whose boundaries are cir-
cles. The stranded method for computing the conformal mapping for polygonal
domains is to use the Schwarz-Christoffel formulas. For simply connected domains,
the Schwartz-Christoffel formula provide us with an explicit formula for computing
the conformal mapping from the unit disk onto the given polygonal domain. Re-
cently, the Schwartz-Christoffel formula has been generalized to multiply connected
domains. DeLillo, Elcrat and Pfaltzgraff [8] have addressed the multiply connected
problem and have derived a formula for a Schwarz-Christoffel mapping from circu-
lar domains onto unbounded polygonal domains. Crowdy [1, 2] derived formulas
for the SchwarzChristoffel mapping from circular domains onto bounded and un-
bounded multiply connected polygonal domains. However, to use such formulas, we
need to solve a system of non-linear equations to determined the preimages of the
vertices of the polygons as well as the centers and the radius of the circles.
For simply connected domains, Driscoll [13, 11, 10, 12] has created a MATLAB
package called Schwarz-Christoffel Toolbox. The toolbox, which firstly released in
1994 and has undergone continuing change and improvement [10, 12], has been
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2widely used by many researchers in applications require the numerical computing
of the Schwarz-Christoffel mapping for simply connected domains. However, so far,
there is no such toolbox for multiply connected domains.
In this paper, we shall present a MATLAB toolbox for computing the conformal
mapping w = f(z) from polygonal multiply connected domains G onto circular
domains D and its inverse z = f−1(w). However, instead of using the generalized
Schwartz-Christoffel formulas presented in [8, 9, 7, 1, 2], we shall use the boundary
integral method presented in [17]. The method is based on using the boundary
integral equation with the generalized Neumann kernel to numerically implement
Koebe’s iterative method.
2 The conformal mapping
Assume G is a given multiply connected polygonal domains bordered by m polygons
Γj, j = 1, 2, . . . , m, such that no corner of these polygons is a cusp. We assume that
the circular domain D is bounded when G is bounded and D is unbounded when
G is unbounded. If G is bounded, then we assume Γm is the external boundary
component and encloses all the other boundary components Γj , j = 1, 2, . . . , m− 1.
The boundary Γ = ∪mj=1Γj is oriented such that G is on the left of Γ.
For bounded G, the conformal mapping f from the polygonal multiply connected
domains G onto the circular domains D is uniquely determined by assuming that
the external boundary of D is the unit circle and
f(α) = 0, f ′(α) > 0, (1)
where α is a given point in the domain G. The condition (1) can be replaced with
the condition
f(α) = 0, f(b1) = 1, (2)
where b1 is a point on the external boundary Γm. When G is unbounded, the
mapping function f is uniquely determined by assuming that
f(z) = z +O
(
1
z
)
(3)
near infinity. Alternatively, f is uniquely determined by assuming that f(Γm) is the
unit circle and
f(∞) =∞, f(b1) = 1, (4)
where b1 is a point on the boundary Γm.
In the presented toolbox, the mapping function w = f(z) and its inverse z =
f−1(w) are computed using the method presented in [17]. The method is based on
numerical implementation of Koebe’s iterative method using the boundary integral
equation with the generalized Neumann kernel. The integral equation is solved
using the fast method presented in [16]. Assume that each polygon Γj has ℓj ≥ 3
vertices. We discretize each segment of the polygon Γj with n graded mesh points
so that the boundary Γj is discretized by ℓjn graded mesh points. See [15] for a
detailed description on how the graded mesh points are chosen. Then, using the
Nystro¨m method with the trapezoidal rule reduced the integral equation to a linear
system which is solved iteratively by the MATLAB function gmres. The MATLAB
function zfmm2dpart in the MATLAB toolbox FMMLIB2D [14] is used to compute
3the matrix-vector product in the GMRES method. The computational cost of the
method is O(m2ℓn+mℓn log n) where ℓ = max1≤j≤m ℓj.
In this toolbox, the default value of n is 29, the accuracy of the FMM method
and tolerances of the GMRES method are set to 0.5× 10−12, the maximum number
of iterations allowed for both the GMRES method and Koebe’s iterative method is
100, and the GMRES is used without restart.
3 Software description
PlgCirMap is a MATLAB toolbox that consists of different MATLAB functions for
computing the mapping function w = f(z) and its inverse z = f−1(w). All MAT-
LAB files of the toolbox can be downloaded from https://github.com/mmsnasser/PlgCirMap.
The main functions of this toolbox are plgcirmap, evalu, evalud, and plotmap.
3.1 The function plgcirmap
The function plgcirmap is the main function in this toolbox. To call this function,
we need first to define the vertices ver of the polygons. Here, ver is a cell array
where ver{j} are the vertices of the polygon Γj for j = 1, 2, . . . , m. The vertices
must be ordered such that the domain G is always on the left of the boundary Γ.
Also, if G is bounded, ver{m} are the vertices of the external polygon. We also
need to define a point alpha in the domain G. For bounded G, alpha is the point
in the domain G that will be mapped onto 0 in the domain D. For unbounded G,
alpha=inf (and will be mapped onto inf in the domain D).
For computing the conformal mapping with the normalizations (1) and (3), the
function plgcirmap is called as following:
f = plgcirmap(ver, alpha).
For computing the conformal mapping with the normalizations (2) and (4), the
function plgcirmap is called as following:
f = plgcirmap(ver, alpha, ver{end}(k))
which means that the vertex k on the polygon Γm will be mapped to 1. Here f is a
MATLAB struct with the several fields. In particular:
1. f.cent: A vector of length m contains the centers of the circles f(Γj), j =
1, 2, . . . , m.
2. f.rad: A vector of length m contains the radius of the circles f(Γj), j =
1, 2, . . . , m.
3. f.imgver: A cell array contains the images of the vertices of the polygons
where f.imgver{j} are the images of the vertices of the polygon Γj for j =
1, 2, . . . , m.
3.2 The function evalu
Once the function plgcirmap is executed, we use the function evalu to compute
the values of the mapping function f and its inverse f−1. For computing the direct
4mapping f at a vector of points z in G, we call the function w=evalu(f,z,'d').
Similarly, for computing the inverse mapping f−1 at a vector of points w in D, we
call the function z=evalu(f,w,'v').
3.3 The function evalud
The function evalud is used to compute the values of the derivatives of mapping
function f and its inverse f−1. For computing f ′(z) at a vector of points z in G,
we call the function w=evalud(f,z,'d'). Similarly, for computing (f−1)′(w) at a
vector of points w in D, we call the function w=evalud(f,w,'v').
3.4 The function plotmap
Finally, we call the function plotmap to plot the polygonal domain G and the
circular domain D. To plot rectangular grids in the domain G and their images in
the circular domain D, we call plotmap(f,'d','rec',n1,n2). Similarly, to plot
rectangular grids in the circular domain D and their images in the domain G, we call
plotmap(f,'v','rec',n1,n2). Here, n1 is the number of horizontal lines and n2 is
the number of vertical lines. For polar grids, we call plotmap(f,'d','plr',n1,n2)
and plotmap(f,'v','plr',n1,n2) where n1 is the number of circles and n2 is the
number of rays.
4 Illustrative Examples
Two examples will be presented in this section. More examples for both bounded
and unbounded and for both simply and multiply connected domains are available
in https://github.com/mmsnasser/PlgCirMap.
4.1 Simply connected domains
First, we present an example of simply connected domain to compare the presented
toolbox with the Schwarz-Christoffel Toolbox [10]. The MATLAB code for this
example is as following:
clc; clear all
ver{1}=[1.5i ; -1+1.5i ; -1-1i ; 1.5-1i ; 1.5 ; 1];
alpha = 0;
f=plgcirmap(ver,alpha,ver{1}(end));
% f is the map from G onto D
options = scmapopt('Tolerance',1e-14);
p=polygon(ver{1});
fsc = diskmap(p,options); fsc = center(fsc,alpha);
% fsc=fˆ-1 is the invers map from D onto G
figure; plotmap(f,'v','plr',20,25);
figure; plot(fsc,20,25)
prevertsc = get(fsc,'prevert');
prevertpcm = f.imgver{:};
error vertices = norm(prevertsc-prevertpcm,inf)
zz = 0.6.*exp(i.*linspace(0,2*pi,1000));
direct map norm = norm(evalu(f,zz,'d')-eval(inv(fsc),zz),inf)
ww = 0.9.*exp(i.*linspace(0,2*pi,1000));
5Figure 1: An example of simply connected domain.
inv map norm = norm(fsc(ww)-evalu(f,ww,'v'),inf)
Figure 1 shows polar grids in the circular domain D (left), their images in the
polygonal domain G obtained with the presented toolbox (center), and with the SC
toolbox (right). To compare the two toolboxes, we compute the maximum norm
between the computed values of the images of the vertices of the polygon computed
by both toolboxes. The obtained maximum norm is 1.0579 × 10−12. Further, we
choose a vector of points zz in G, then we use both toolboxes to compute the
values of the mapping function f at these points. The maximum norm between
the computed values is 5.3954× 10−13. Finally, we use both toolboxes to compute
the values of the inverse mapping function f−1 at a vector of points ww in D. The
maximum norm between the computed values is 1.0291× 10−12.
4.2 Multiply connected domains
In the second example, we consider a bounded multiply connected polygonal domain
of connectivity 17. We first define the vertices of the polygons. Then, we choose
a point α in the domain G, and we call the function plgcirmap to compute the
conformal mapping with the normalization (1). The function plotmap is then called
to obtain the figures shown in Figure 2. The code for this example is as following:
clc; clear all
ver{1} = [31+10i ; 31+5i ; 28+5i ; 28+10i ];
ver{2} = [25+10i ; 25+5i ; 22+5i ; 22+10i ];
ver{3} = [19+10i ; 19+1i ; 13+1i ; 13+10i ];
ver{4} = [10+10i ; 10+5i ; 7+5i ; 7+10i ];
ver{5} = [ 4+10i ; 4+5i ; 1+5i ; 1+10i ];
ver{6} = [31+19i ; 31+14i ; 28+14i ; 28+19i ];
ver{7} = [25+19i ; 25+14i ; 22+14i ; 22+19i ];
ver{8} = [19+14i ; 19+12i ; 17+12i ; 17+14i ];
ver{9} = [15+14i ; 15+12i ; 13+12i ; 13+14i ];
ver{10} = [19+18i ; 19+16i ; 17+16i ; 17+18i ];
ver{11} = [15+18i ; 15+16i ; 13+16i ; 13+18i ];
ver{12} = [19+22i ; 19+20i ; 17+20i ; 17+22i ];
ver{13} = [15+22i ; 15+20i ; 13+20i ; 13+22i ];
ver{14} = [10+19i ; 10+14i ; 7+14i ; 7+19i ];
ver{15} = [ 4+19i ; 4+14i ; 1+14i ; 1+19i ];
ver{16} = [16+29i ; 23+24i ; 9+24i ];
ver{17} = [16+32i ; 0+22i ; 0+0i ; 32+0i ; 32+22i ];
alpha = 16+15i;
f = plgcirmap(ver,alpha);
6plotmap(f,'d','rec',25,30);
plotmap(f,'v','rec',20,20);
plotmap(f,'d','plr',15,25);
plotmap(f,'v','plr',10,20);
5 Impact
Conformal mappings are used to transform two-dimensional domains with compli-
cated geometry (physical domains) onto domains with simpler geometry (canonical
domains). This makes the conformal mappings a powerful tool to solve several prob-
lems in the fields of science and engineering since the Laplace equation is invariant
under conformal mappings. The circular domain is the most important canonical
domain from physical and computational points of view. It has a simple geome-
try. Further, it is an ideal domain for using Fourier series and FFT. The presented
toolbox will be useful in solving several applied problems in polygonal domains by
mapping these domains onto circular domains. For example, recently D. Crowdy,
with several collaborators, have presented analytic formulas for several problems in
fluid mechanics in multiply connected circular domains (see e.g., [3, 4] and the refer-
ences cited therein). With the help of the presented toolbox, such analytic formulas
can be used also for polygonal domains.
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